A chilling exposé of corporate corruption and government cover-ups, this account of a nationwide child-trafficking and pedophilia ring in the United States tells a sordid tale of corruption in high places. The scandal originally surfaced during an investigation into Omaha, Nebraska's failed Franklin Federal Credit Union and took the author beyond the Midwest and ultimately to Washington, DC. Implicating businessmen, senators, major media corporations, the CIA, and even the venerable Boys Town organization, this extensively researched report includes firsthand interviews with key witnesses and explores a controversy that has received scant media attention.
Personal Review: The Franklin Scandal: A Story of Powerbrokers, Child Abuse & Betrayal by Nick Bryant

This book is about an elite PEDOPHILE RING of the 1980's that operated at the highest levels of the REPUBLICAN PARTY. It was run by the GOP's rising black star of the 1980's LARRY KING (not the man on CNN, a man from Omaha, NE) and CRAIG SPENCE, a man who was the elite GOP lobbyist of his day in the 1980's. Larry King (not CNN's tv personality) and Craig Spence were running a CIA pedophilia blackmail ring where mainly young boys were used as sex toys and prominent politicians, media folk, business leaders were often photographed as they engaged in their pedophilic perversions.

Although Nick Bryant makes a point of not mention some of these prominent pedophiles by name, one of the was GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH, who was pandered a young man Brandt Thomas (age 18) in 1984 by Larry King at one of Larry King's perverted pedophilic sex parties. JACK KEMP - also not directly mentioned by Bryant as a pedophile - is thought to have been both a closet homosexual as well as being blackmailed over pedophilia: [...]

When the scandal of King/Spence's child prostitution ring started to become public in 1988-89, Bush's Attorney General RICHARD THORNBURGH instituted a massive COVER UP to protect the pedophiles and crush the child abuse victims coming forward. In sum, GHW Bush, Thornburgh used the FBI and the Justice Dept. to protect a pedophile ring from Justice. Also, corruption was in the Omaha, NE police whose chief Robert Waldman had been having sex with a 14-15 year old girl Alisha Owen, who later went to jail on perjury conviction for telling the TRUTH. That gives you an example of how evil things got.

Other child abuse victims include Paul Bonacci, born in 1970, who was being sexually abused by pederast HAROLD ANDERSON, the publisher of the local paper the Omaha World Herald, and also an man with intelligence ties to his pedophile friend George Herbert Walker Bush.

Another key player - not directly mentioned by Bryant - was Lt. Col. MICHAEL AQUINO who was an openly practicing satanist in the US military and how Paul Bonacci talks about in John De Camp's book The Franklin Cover up. Aquino was into child abuse, satanism and his specialty was the "mind control" program which destroyed many people's minds in attempts to make them Manchurian Candidate type robots for the intelligence agencies. Aquino, although never convicted, is thought to be behind the rash of child molestations at Presidio in the 1980's.

Other victims include Troy Boner and Danny King who were both broken by a corrupt FBI as they suborned perjury in order to convict Alisha Owen in order to PROTECT THE ELITE PEDOPHILES.

Another person NOT mentioned by Bryant is WARREN BUFFETT who was friends with ultra pervert child molester Larry King in the 1970's and 1980's. You can read about that in the Franklin Cover Up. Anyone that close to Larry King might either be a homosexual or even worse a pederast, as folks speculate.

Also, there was a very visible media high flyer from the Washington Post - whose name you would probably recognize - who was a heavy user of
gay prostitutes according to Vinson, one of Bryant's sources. Vinson was a
gay pimp in Wash DC in the 1980's. The Washington Post helped to cover
up this story in 1989.

Journalist TED KOPPEL is also mentioned as a friend of Craig Spence,
with all the baggage that comes with being closely associated with some
one so perverted as Craig Spence and Larry King.
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